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Abstract—This paper proposes a hardware accelerator design, called object recognition

and classification hardware accelerator on resistive devices, which processes object

recognition tasks inside emerging nonvolatile memory. The in-memory processing

dramatically lowers the overhead of data movement, improving overall system efficiency.

The proposed design accelerates key subtasks of image recognition, including text, face,

pedestrian, and vehicle recognition. The evaluation shows significant improvements on

performance and energy efficiency as compared to state-of-the-art processors and

accelerators.

& VISUAL OBJECT RECOGNITION techniques are

widely used to analyze images and videos.

For example, autonomous vehicles need to rec-

ognize various objects such as cars, pedestrian,

and traffic signals. Since most object recognition

procedures are both data and compute inten-

sive, general-purpose processors often do not

offer enough power efficiency and performance

to meet requirements of real-time responses.

In this paper, we present a novel accelerator

design, called object recognition and classifica-

tion hardware accelerator on resistive devices

(ORCHARD), which performs the object recog-

nition computation inside memory. Our design

utilizes zero leakage power and fast read oper-

ations of memristor technology while reducing

the significant data movement costs between

processors and memory. The proposed accelera-

tor consists of computation-enabled memory

blocks that store the image data and perform

machine learning tasks for image recognition.

The in-memory processing design performs both

the feature extraction procedure and image clas-

sification tasks, which are key components of the

object recognition. It supports two popular fea-

ture extraction algorithms, histogram of oriented

gradient (HOG) and Haar-like feature extraction.1

It then performs the image classification tasks of

the decision tree (DT) based ensemble algorithm

which is one of the best image recognition meth-

ods.2 In our evaluation, we show that the pro-

posed ORCHARD design successfully performs
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four practical image recognition tasks: text, face,

pedestrian, and vehicle recognition. Our design

is 500� faster, and has 2100� higher energy effi-

ciency with only 0.3% error as compared to the

general-purpose processor-based computation.

ORCHARD DESIGN
Figure 1 shows an architectural overview of

the proposed ORCHARD design. The object rec-

ognition models are developed offline, and writ-

ten into the ORCHARD memory blocks. It then

processes in-memory image recognition proce-

dure at runtime. Our design supports modern

feature extraction procedures using two mem-

ory-based modules, approximate HOG feature

extractor and Haar-like feature extractor module.

The extracted features are written into the fea-

ture buffer of the boost learner. The boost

learner performs image classification tasks by

running modern ensemble algorithms, e.g., cas-

cade classifier, adaptive boosting and random

forest, which use multiple DTs. We model the

functionality of a DT and map that into a memory

block, called DT-MEM. This memory block per-

forms the decision steps based on in-memory

search operations, while handling multiple

images in a pipeline stage. Each DT-MEM produ-

ces a list of probability values for the recognized

objects as the outputs. They are accumulated

using a tree-based adder to create the final

ensemble recogni-

tion result. Then,

the image class

with the highest

probability sum is

determined as the

final recognition

result. Since the

major computation

steps of the recog-

nition procedure are implemented with in-mem-

ory computing operations, the ORCHARD design

significantly reduces power and performance

overhead due to data movement costs.

Memory-Based Feature Extraction
APPROXIMATE HOG FEATURE EXTRACTION. Figure 2

illustrates the HOG feature extraction procedure

with an example. The procedure first divides

the original 32 � 32 image into four regions.

For each region, it computes the gradient values

of all pixels by considering its adjacent pixels

(cell). The gradient can be represented by a vec-

tor which has an orientation (direction) and ma-

gnitude. The magnitude values of all cells are

then accumulated into evenly-spread histogram

bins. In this example, if a vector has a magnitude

of m with an orientation of 230�, considering 8

bins from 0� to 315�, say vi (0 � i < 8), m is accu-

mulated to v5. This procedure computes the his-

togram bins for other regions as well, producing

R � B features where R is the number of regions

and B is the number of bins. If the image includes

multiple color channels, applications may ext-

ract features from each color channel separately

and combine all to a single feature vector. The

main bottleneck of this procedure is the vector

computation, as it typically involves many arith-

metic operations, e.g., gradient calculation and

trigonometrical

functions.

We optimize the

vector computation

by modeling and

approximating it as

a single memory

access. For exam-

ple, if the goal is

to detect a hand-

written alphabet,

Figure 1. Overview of ORCHARD design.

Figure 2. In-memory HOG feature extraction.
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we would approxi-

mate the input pixels

using two levels, e.g.,

black and white,

respectively. In that

case, a cell includes

9 pixels, and thus the

possible number of

gradient values are

only 29 (¼512). Thus,

we can precompute

all gradient values

and store into the

cost-effective non-

volatile memory

(NVM) blocks, so that it is directly fetched

in the future computation. In this example, the

256 possible values are quantized to four levels,

00, 01, 10, and 11. The quantized values are

concatenated to form a memory address that

indicates a row of the crossbar memory block,

called recipe memory. Each row of the recipe

memory includes two pieces of information, one

for the bin index of the vector direction di and the

other for the magnitudemi. The ORCHARD reads

the gradient value from the memory row and

accumulates it with small CMOS-based logic to

compute the histogram of the region.

HAAR-LIKE FEATURE EXTRACTION. ORCHARD also

supports Haar-like feature extraction procedure.

Figure 3(a) describes the original procedure.

This figure shows two types of Haar-like features

denoted by the red boxes which are divided by

black and white stripes. For example, the feature

consists of two black stripes and one white

stripe can capture the property that the color of

eyes is different from the facial color. Since com-

puting a sum of pixels in a stripe directly from

the original pixels is cost ineffective, the state-of-

art algorithm utilizes the concept of the integral

image.3 The integral image has the same size to

the original images. Let us assume that each

pixel of the original image is p(x,y). A value of

an integral image is s(x,y) ¼ p(x,y) þ s(x�1,y) þ
s(x,y�1) þ s(x�1,y�1), where s(0,0) is zero. The

element of the integral image s(x,y) represents

the sum of all pixels of a rectangle whose top-left

coordinate is (1,1) and bottom-left coordinate is

(x,y). Based on the integral image, the pixel sum

of a stripe can be calculated as (s(A) þ s(D))�
(s(B) þ s(C)), where A, B, C, and D are the top-

left, top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right

coordinates, respectively.

We parallelize the integral image computation

based on an in-memory addition operation used

in our previous work.4 This operation adds all val-

ues of different columns utilizing in-memory NOR

operations. This operation can be implemented

on any resistive devices without using any CMOS

gates. We compute the integral image by calculat-

ing the prefix sum3 for image rows and columns.

Let us assume that the pixels in a row are

p0; p1; . . . ; p1024 and dba ¼
Pb

i¼a pi. The prefix sum of

the row is defined as 0; d00; d
1
0; . . . ; d

1023
0 . Once com-

puting the prefix sum of all rows, we take the

transpose of the image, and run the same algo-

rithm to obtain the integral image.

Figure 3(b) depicts an example of how

ORCHARD computes the prefix sum of eight val-

ues in parallel, where the first memory row

includes the pixel values of an image row. This

procedure consists of two phases: 1) building a

binary tree structure that has partial sums for

each tree node; and 2) sweeping the partial sums

to get the prefix sum. In the first phase, we copy

the first memory row into two next rows, so that

values at even columns and odd columns are

split. Then, we perform the column-parallel in-

memory addition, and the partial sum results

are written into the fourth row. We repeat this

split-and-add procedure until getting just one

value. Before starting the second phase, the last

value is replaced with a zero. The second phase is

performed in the backward direction. We first

Figure 3. In-memory Haar-like feature extraction. (a) Flow of Haar-like Feature Extraction.

(b) Integral Image Computation.
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add the two rows at the end, and the last row and

added row aremerged into the forth row from the

end. We repeat this add-and-merge procedure to

accumulate the partial sums, and as the result,

the prefix sums are stored at the first memory

row. It can compute the prefix sum in Oðlog ðNÞÞ
time for any N pixels on the row or column, while

utilizing the memory space in the order of

OðN log ðNÞÞ. After computing the integral image,

we can compute a Haar-like feature with two in-

memory additions, i.e., (s(A)þ s(D)) and (s(B)þ s

(C)), while the addresses are decoded from the

pixel coordinates. Since the pixel sizes masked

by the black and white stripes may vary, each

feature is usually weighted to compensate the

difference. The subsequent subtraction and

weighting are processed by a small CMOS-based

weighted subtractor block which implements

the subtraction and weighting logic using shift

operations.

In-Memory Image Classification

The ensemble algorithm examines a classifica-

tion rule by combining many relatively simple

learners, called weak or base learners. The suffi-

cient number of base learners depends on appli-

cations. For example, for the face recognition,

more than 2000 base learners are used.2 The

most popular choice for the weak learner is a DT.

Figure 4(a) illustrates an example of a DT. This

DT has multilevel decisions using three decision

stumps, i.e., the three decision nodes of the tree.

For each decision stump, different features of an

F-dimension data point are considered, e.g., va,

vb, and vc, where 0 � a, b, c < F. The leaf node

includes the probabilities of each class, p. In this

example, the number of classes K is 2.

ORCHARD design accelerates a generic DT

structure used in various ensemble modeling

methods, e.g., boosting, random forest, and cas-

cade models. In the proposed design, a DT-MEM

in a form of associative memory implements a DT

by utilizing in-memory similarity search function-

ality. Figure 4(b) illustrates the DT-MEM that cor-

responds to the example DT. The DT-MEM has

two main memory components: content address-

able memory (CAM) and crossbar memory. The

CAM component stores decision rule values

and supports an in-memory similarity search

operation1 that finds the rows whose values are

the most similar with the value of the CAM buffer.

This operation is implemented by adding a col-

umn driver that activates bit lines of the memory

block. The crossbar memory has the K probabil-

ity values of the leaf nodes in each memory row.

A column of the CAM component corresponds to

decision stumps at one level of the DT. For exam-

ple, the rows in the zeroth column represent the

decision stump of the root node, i.e., va > a. The

first four rows are set by a, while the other four

rows have aþ " which is a value whose all ele-

ments are 0’s except the last bit of 1. The next col-

umn represents decision stumps at the second

level of the DT using the half rows compared to

the first column; the last-level decision stumps

are stored in the last column. Each row of the

crossbar memory stores the probability values

corresponding to each decision rule.

DT-MEM runs by first activating all rows of the

first column, while the extracted feature value

of an image is fetched in the zeroth column in

the CAM buffer. In the next cycle, it performs the

similarity search of all the activated rows in the

CAM. For example, for the root decision rule that

Figure 4. Example of a DT and the equivalent DT-MEM structure. (a) Decision Tree. (b) DT-MEM.
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compares with a, rows whose value is smaller or

equal to a are selected. Otherwise, the other rows

of aþ " are selected. The selected rows activate

the lines connected to the next column (often

referred to match lines,), i.e., the comparison

results are sent forwards the next column for the

next level decision. Next the 1th column of CAM

buffer is fetched with the feature value of the

image which was processed at the 0th column.

The 0th column of the buffer is replaced with the

feature value of a next image to process. This pro-

cedure is iteratively repeated in a pipeline—that

is, the ith column processes the image which was

processed at the ði� 1Þth column. This pipeline

design enables a DT-MEM to handle multiple

images that the practical image recognition tasks

often need to process, e.g., subsampled images of

different regions of interest. Once each DT-MEM

identifies the decision probabilities, we add the

probabilities of all DT trees to identify the class

with the maximum cumulated probability. We

employ multiple adders in a tree structure to par-

allelize the addition. In our implementation, the

tree-based adder can add 128 floating points num-

bers. When the number of DT-MEMs is larger than

128, it serially computes the sum of probabilities

for each class by grouping DT-MEMs. For cascade

models which have multiple groups of DTs, we

execute the tree-based adder for each group and

check the accumulated probabilities to decide if it

needs to proceed to the next stage decision.

The decision rule comparisons happen inside the

memory in parallel without external accesses to

the stored data for the DT model. This signifi-

cantly reduces the data movement overhead,

thus improving performance of the whole predic-

tion procedure.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental Setup

We evaluate the proposed ORCHARD design

by using circuit- and device-level simulations. For

the circuit-level pre-RTL simulation, we use

HSPICE simulator in 45-nm technology. Our

design works with any bipolar resistive technol-

ogy, which is the most commonly used in existing

NVMs. We use VTEAM5 for the memristor device

model that has a large OFF/ON resistance ratio to

provide stable and large sense margin for the

in-memory operations. We perform the prelayout

simulation using system verilog and synopsys

design compiler in 45-nm TSMC technology. We

have also cross-validated the power and perfor-

mance of the crossbar memory blocks using

NVSIM6 that models fabricated NVM devices. To

compare the energy and performance efficiency

to existing processor-based implementations, we

measured the power consumption of Intel Xeon

E5440 processor and ARM Cortex A53 processor

using HIOKI 3334 power meter. We exploit

four image recognition datasets: text (MNIST),7

face (Caltech 10 000 webfaces8 and Cifar-100),9

Table 1. Recognition models for four benchmarks.

Name
Feature

Extraction

# of

Features
Classifier # of DTs

MNIST HOG 392 AdaBoost

/Random

Forest

1024

Face HOG 608 2048

Pedes-

trian
Haar-like 1461

Cascade

(30

Stages)

1464

Vehicle Haar-like 250

Cascade

(13

Stages)

250

Figure 5. Image recognition quality of ORCHARD. (a) Practical Image Recognition. (b) Accuracy for different

Q and L. (c) Window probability vs. approximation: See the Face image in (a).
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pedestrian (INRIA),10 and vehicle (UIUC car

detection).11 For each benchmark, we trained the

model shown in Table 1 with scikit-learn and

OpenCL library offline and wrote the ORCHARD

memory blocks of our simulation environment.

Note that the proposed design can support vari-

ous DT-based ensemble models including Ada-

Boost, random forest, and cascade algorithms.

Image Recognition Accuracy

Figure 5(a) shows the object recognition

results for four images. For the MNIST and face

models, the quantization level of the HOG approxi-

mation is set to 6. As shown in the results,

ORCHARD successfully recognizes the target

objects. Figure 5(b) shows the prediction accu-

racy changes of MNIST and face when different

numbers of base learners (L) and quantization lev-

els (Q) are used. The results show that by select-

ing the sufficient number of base learners and

quantization levels, we can achieve the same level

of recognition quality as compared to the precise

feature computation (denoted by Exact in the

figure). For example, using AdaBoost for MNIST,

there is only 0.4% error with Q ¼ 2 and L ¼ 1024,

resulting in 97.5% accuracy. For the Face model, it

can recognize images with 96.7% accuracy which

incurs only 0.4% error, when Q ¼ 8 and L ¼ 2048.

The models of the random forest (RF) are also

approximated with minimal error of 1% when Q ¼
8. For the pedestrian and vehicle models, it pre-

cisely performs the recognition procedure with-

out any approximation. For these two models, the

recognition precision is 91.0% and 93.8%, respec-

tively. To better understand the impact of the

quantization levels, we computewindowprobabil-

ity for each pixel, which is the normalized sum of

the predicted probabilities for all sliding window

regions. Figure 5(c) illustrates four images of the

window probability for different Q values. The

results show that the recognition quality inc-

reases with higher quantization level. For exam-

ple, for both the Q ¼ 6 and Q ¼ 8 cases, we can

accurately recognize faces, whereas the Q ¼ 2

case is likely to createmore false positives.

Energy and Performance Improvement

We evaluate energy and performance efficiency

of the proposed accelerator by comparing with the

existing processor-based procedure and earlier

memory-based accelerator (ICCAD’17)1 which

sequentially processes each image and relies on

integral images computed by the CPU. Figure 6

shows that the ORCHARD design significantly

improves the efficiency of the image processing

tasks. For example, when using the AdaBoost

model for MNIST with Q ¼ 8, it shows energy effi-

ciency improvements of 2100� relative to the �86

processor-based computation with 500� speedup,

and 610� as compared to ARM Cortex A53 with

3500� speedup. Even for the most complex model

(FacewithQ¼ 8,) the proposeddesign canprocess

an image within 1 microsecond. As compared

to the earlier memory-based accelerator, the pro-

posed design achieves 3� and 2.4� improvements

for the energy and performance, respectively. The

improvement for the cascademodels is also signifi-

cant, e.g., 750� energy improvement and 3000�
speedup for the Vehicle workload, as compared to

the ARM-based execution.

The ORCHARD accelerator can be designed

with minimal area overhead to the existing NVM

technology. In our evaluation, only 4% of the

total area corresponds to CMOS circuitry includ-

ing the microcontroller and adder/subtractors.

The required memory resource is usually depen-

dent on the size of the HOG feature extractor,

which stores the precomputed data, and the

Figure 6. Energy and performance improvement.
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number of DT-MEMs. In our evaluation, the Face

model with Q ¼ 8 requires the largest memory

size, however this model can be also imple-

mented only 600 MB for the extractor and 67 MB

for the DT-MEMs.

CONCLUSION
We propose ORCHARD, which accelerates the

object recognition task by using in-memory proc-

essing. Since all main computation of the feature

extraction and classification are done inside

memristor blocks that consume less energy and

run faster, ORCHARD can improve the efficiency

significantly by energy efficiency improvement of

up to 2100� and 500� speedup as compared to

the CPU implementation. As compared to the pre-

vious memory-based accelerator, the proposed

design presents 3� and 2.4� improvements for

the energy and performance, respectively.
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